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1Reports. 

ON A MARCH MADE BY D COMPANY, FIRST WEST INDIA 
REGIMENT, THROUGH THE SIERRA LEONE PROTEO
TORATE, TO DETERMINE TEE MOST SUITABLE SO ALE 
OF RATIONS FOR TEE WEST INDIA SOLDIER ON AOTIVE 
SERVICE. 

By LIEUTENANT T. W. BULLOOK. 
West India Regiment. 

THE march commenced on December 23rd, 1907, and was to be of 
twenty-eight days' duration, but in order to economise as regards carriers, 
the last two marches were performed in One day. The experiment lost 
nothing in value by this early return to barracks, for the men were able 
to buy civilised food on the last day of the march, and therefore any 
deductions drawn from observations made on that particular day would 
have been valueless. The route was selected under the orders of the 
General Officer Oommanding Sierra Leone, and was about 290 miles in 
all. This was covered in nineteen marches, averaging fifteen miles each, 
the longest being from Yonnibanna to Ronietta, twenty-one miles, and 
from Songo Town to barracks, twenty-seven miles. 

Personnel.-The strength of the company was: Two officers, one 
European non-commissioned officer, eighty non-European ranks. In 
addition, one officer obtained leave of absence and voluntarily did duty 
with the company throughout the march. 

Health.-The general state of health was excellent. It could not be 
arranged for a medical officer to accompany the column, and, as the event 
happily proved, his services would not have been required. There were 
about a dozen cases of sudden rise of temperature (up to 103° or 1040 F.) 

,on the march, presumably due to sun, but they were quickly relieved 
by doses of diaphoretic, the patients recovering, and all marched into 
bivouac with the company. There was no other serious sickness, and 
up till now, eight days after the completion of the march, only one man 
has been admitted to hospital for climatic diseases. The men paid great 
attention to the care of their feet, and in consequence were little troubled 
with blisters. There was only one instance of a man being unable to keep 
up from this cause. The average weight of the men before starting was 
11 st. 5 lb., and immediately after their return 11 st. 2 lb., showing a loss 
per man of 3 lb. 

Transport.-Each European was allowed five carriers a day. This 
is a trifle below the usual scale. The men required no carriers for 
personal kit. Whatever was necessary they carried upon their persons, 
in lj.ccordance with regimental arrangements., Twenty-seven carriers in 
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410 Ma1'ch by D 00., First West India Regiment 

all were employed on behalf of the men, viz.: For groceries twenty, 
for medical stores two, for camp kettles, &c., three, for cash-boxes two. 

Olothing and Equipment.-The total weight carried by a man under 
regimental arrangements, in addition to his rifle, accoutrements and the 
clothing he stands in, is 7t lb. This includes a waterproof sheet (in lieu 
of blanket or greatcoat). The men were unanimous that in spite of the 
very cold nights we several times experienced, the ground sheet is on the 
whole preferable to a blanket or greatcoat, as it is lighter, and does not 
increase in weight in wet weather. 

I gave each man an enamelled drinking mug. This proved a most 
useful addition to his equipment, and indeed, appears essential when men 
have to cook for themselves in their mess tins. 

The equipment was apparently thoroughly sound when we started, 
but much of it soon became unserviceable. It is of the 1888 pattern and 
possibly has been a very long time in store. It is necessary to carry an 
ample supply of mineral jelly for softening boots. Many streams have 
to be waded during a march in this country, and the sun hardens the 
wet leather very soon, blistered feet ensuing if it has not not been kept 
thoroughly greased. In the present case the supply of mineral jelly was 
inadequate, and the lack of it was just beginning to be felt at the 
end of the march. 

Bations.-The money allowance in lieu of rations was drawn for 
every man, pooled, and administered by me. This, with the addition 
of the daily stoppage for groceries, was ample for the purchase of all 
food required, and about one-eighth of the total amount has been divided 
amongst the men after the payment of all charges. A daily grocery 
ration as follows was carried for each man: Sugar t lb., naval cocoa 1 oz., 
salt t oz. A reserve of 1 cwt. of oatmeal was also carried, and sufficient 
rum to permit of three rations a week being issued. Otherwise the men 
subsisted entirely on what was obtainable in the districts traversed. 
It was not possible for them to obtain bread or tinned food for twenty-five 
days, and for that period it is certain they had to eat country food. 
Vegetables were plentiful in most towns, e.g., plantains, COCOR, yams, 
cassava, beans, peas, sweet potatoes; and fruits such as oranges, paw
paws and bananas were frequently obtainable. Cattle, sheep and goats 
were also found in varying numbers, but the natives were unwilling to 
part with their live stock as a rule. I bought rice in bulk and issued 
a ration of ! lb. daily. Beef was bought on the hoof once a week, and 
on each occasion the animal killed gave 160 lb. of good meat, or just 
1 lb. of meat per man for two consecutive days. For the rest, each 
man provided himself with such food as he required out of the money 
allowance, varying from 3d. to 6d., issued to him daily. 

The soldier's daily ration therefore was: Rice! lb., sugar lIb., salt 
t ounce, cocoa 1 ounce, fresh meat 1 lb. twice a week, vegetables and 
fruit such as he bought himself, rum, about t gill three times a week. 
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T. W. Bullocle 411 

When marching at an early hour in the morning oatmeal for porridge 
was issued, the ration being about 2 oz. per man. 

Notes on the Food.-The West Indian is not by up-bringing a rice 
eater, as rice is not a staple product of the islands from which he comes. 
Neither does he eat much cassava. His principal food in his own home 
is sugar, yam, coco, plantain, bread fruit, &c., with the addition now 
and then of salt fish or meat. He has after enlistment become accus
tomed to, and thinks that he needs the ordinary ration of bread and meat. 
Now rice and cassava are the two principal crops raised in this Colony. 
My attention, therefore, has during this experimental march been directed 
to observing to what extent the men have eaten these foods. 

I am able to state that they made rice the basis of their meals in 
almost all cases. In the early morning they cooked sufficient rice to last 
them through the day's march, carrying it in their mess tins. On one 
or two occasions, when vegetables were scarce, they were contented with 
the rice alone, and an extra t lb. was issued. There was certainly a 
general desire for something like meat, or salt cod, to cook with the rice, 
and the men's idea was, with which I agree, that t lb. meat daily would 
have been much better than the 1 lb. twice a week that waS issued. As 
to cassava, the men ate it fairly, but they naturally took yams or coco 
instead when they could get them. 

When they had settled down to the change from barrack fare to bush 
fare, I noticed that the men fed themselves as follows: At reveille they 
were given about! pint of cocoa prepared by the company cooks. They 
immediately set about cooking some rice to carry during the march. 
Meanwhile they would perhaps be roasting a plantain or coco, or the 
like, to eat with the cocoa. As to the rice there is a general prejUdice 
against keeping it for long in a mess tin after it has been cooked, as from 
experience they feared it turning sour and giving them diarrhooa. They 
therefore would not cook it overnight, and if an early start waS necessary 
they could not cook it in the morning without breaking into their rest. 
On such occasions I issued porridge, prepared by the company cooks, 
which the men are very fond of, and find very sustaining. On this early 
breakfast they were able to march until about midday, and then they 
had a light or heavy meal of rice, beans, yams, or whatever vegetables 
they fancied or could procure, according to the distance that might 
remain to be covered that day. During any halt that was long enough 
many of the men would seize the opportunity to roast a plantain or a 
head of maize. On arrival at the day's halting place they would prepare 
another meal of rice and vegetables, cooking with it any meat available. 
Sometimes two or three men would join forces and buy a fowl, or perhaps 
a villager might kill a pig and retail it. From my observations I am 
able to say definitely that the men liked rice, that is, the rice grown in 
Sierra Leone, and they were prepared to eat more than I gave them if 
vegetables were not forthcoming. Indeed, some men occasionally bought 
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412 A Visit to a West African Gold-Mine in 1907 

extra rice for themselves (quite unnecessarily, as they could have had 
more from store for the asking). I doubt if they would care for imported 
(East Indian) rice to the same degree, as it is not so nourishing. Oassava 
they will also eat. 

The salt ration was inadequate. When each man prepares his own 
meals he needs more salt than the ordinary ration. 

The sugar and cocoa rations were adequate, and not too large. Rum 
is the West Indian's natural drink, and he appreciates it very much at the 
end of a day's march. 

General Oonclusions.-Tbe marcb has, I suggest, clearly demonstrated 
the ability of the West India soldier to subsist on the country in Sierra 
Leone, to say nothing of any other part of West Africa, provided certain 
groceries are carried for him. As, however, the natives in warfare hide 
all foodstuffs that they cannot remove, it is necessary for troops operating 
against them to carry their supplies with them, for little besides cassava 
would be obtainable in the affected districts. The men have kept very 
fit and marched well on the grocery ration mentioned before, together 
with meat twice a week, ! lb. of rice daily, and whatever vegetables they 
might like to buy. It remains only to determine suitable equivalents for 
the vegetables. The simplest equivalent is another i lb. of rice. 

Recommendation.-I believe that a suitable scale of rations for the 
West India soldier for active service in West Africa will be found in the 
following: Rice (Sierra Leone grown) 11 lb., meat t lb., sugar t lb., cocoa, 
naval, 1 oz., salt 1 oz., oatmeal 2 oz., vegetables (when obtaiuable, 
reduce rice in proportion, but rice not to be less than i lb.), lime 
juice (when fresh vegetables are not obtainable), rum l gill. 

A VISIT TO A WEST AFRIOAN GOLD-MINE IN 1907. 
By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL T. E. NICHOLSON. 

Royal Army Medical Corps (R.). 

IN December, 1906, I was asked by the Secretary of the Liver
pool School of Tropical Medicine whether I would care to tem
porarily accept the post of Medical Officer to a West African Gold
mining Company, as the Directors had specially applied to the 
School for an expert in tropical sanitation to look after their gold
fields in the Gold Coast Colony. Travelling has always been my 
favourite hobby, and the further afield that I can get-especially 
if out of the way of the ordinary tripper or tourist-the better 
pleased I am; consequently, the chance of seeing Kumasi and the 
wild West African "bush" was oue that I could not deliberately 
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